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Agenda

10:10am – Asset pooling and collective investment schemes
 Aaron Overy – Head of Business Development for Asset Pooling, EMEA, Northern Trust

10:30am – Choice of Asset Pooling Vehicles
 Gavin Bullock – Tax Partner, Deloitte LLP

11:00am – An Introduction to the Authorised Contractual Scheme
 Jonathan Rushforth – Head of Asset Management UK, HM Treasury

11:30am – Break 

11:40am – Authorised Contractual (Tax Transparent) Schemes
 John Buckeridge – Policy and Technical Adviser, HM Revenue & Customs 

12:10pm - Panel: Collective Investment Schemes and the LGPS 
 John Buckeridge – Policy and Technical Adviser, HM Revenue & Customs
 Gavin Bullock – Tax Partner, Deloitte 
 Phillip Caldwell – Head of Asset Pooling Product Development, Northern Trust
 Angela Docherty – Director, Wilton Associates
 Pamela Thompson – Partner, Eversheds

12:55pm – Closing Remarks
 Neil Sellstrom – Advisor to the CIPFA Pensions Network 
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UK LGPS: Recent Events

Oct  
2006
Audit 
Commission 
Report: Cost 
of Administration 
in London

March 
2010
PwC: 
Society 
of Welsh 
Treasurers

March 
2011
Independent 
Public 
Service 
Pension 
Committee 
Report 
(Hutton)

July 
2011 
Rotman: 
Is Bigger 
Better? 

Sep 
2012
Smith Institute: 
Local Authority 
Pension Funds: 
Investing for 
Growth

April 
2013
DNB –
Whitepaper: 
Optimal 
Pension 
Fund Size

March 
2013 
Welsh 
LGPS: 
Working 
Together

Oct 
2012
Monreau 
Report

Oct 
2012
PwC Report: 
Reconfiguring 
the London 
LGPS

Sep 
2013
LGPS 
Call for 
Evidence Oct 

2013 
DCLG –
Hymans 

Story so far…
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Direct investment – segregated

Common Investment Fund (CIF)

UK fund options

 Life companies (Life wrapped OEIC)

 UK authorised funds (OEIC or Authorised Unit Trust)

 UK unauthorised unit trusts (UUTs) 

 Pension Fund Pooling Vehicle (PFPV)

 UK Authorised Contractual Scheme (ACS)

Cross-border fund options

 Dutch FGRs (Fonds voor gemene rekening)

 Luxembourg FCPs (Fonds commun de placement)

 Irish CCFs (Common contractual fund)

 Luxembourg SICAVs (Société d'investissement à capital variable)

 Irish VCC (Variable capital company)

 UK Authorised Contractual Scheme (ACS)

Potential Investment Options
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How Does it Work? Who is it Useful For?

Well suited to multinationals with pension plans in multiple countries, insurance companies 
or asset managers with clients in multiple tax jurisdictions for similar products. 

Existing Structure ACS Structure

UK 
Corporate

German 
Pension 

Fund

Dutch 
Pension 

Fund

UK 
Pension 

Fund

OEIC
– Global 
Equity

OEIC
– US Equity

OEIC
– Fixed 
Income

SICAV
– Global 
Equity

BVI/FBI
– Global 
Equity

Segregated
– Global 
Equity

SICAV
– US Equity

BVI/FBI 
– US Equity

Segregated
– US Equity

SICAV 
– Fixed 
Income

BVI/FBI 
– Fixed 
Income

Segregated
– Fixed 
Income

ACS Umbrella Vehicle

Global Equity US Equity Fixed Income

becomes

UK 
Corporate

German 
Pension 

Fund

Dutch 
Pension 

Fund

UK 
Pension 

Fund
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Tax-Transparent Vehicles Across Europe

GermanyThe 
NetherlandsIrelandLuxembourg and now 

the UK…GermanyThe 
NetherlandsIrelandLuxembourg UK
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Governance Roles and Responsibilities 

 Key Decision Maker
 Delegates and Manages
 Quarterly Board Meetings 

and Reporting

Operator

Overview of control functions:

Fund 
Administrator Depositary Lawyers Tax 

Consultants AuditorsInvestment
Manager(s)

Global 
Custodian

Corporate 
Client

Investment 
Manager

Administration 
Agreement

Deed Of Constitution 
& Custody Agreement

Investment 
Management 
Agreement(s)

Terms of 
Engagement

Custody Agreement

Recommendations / 
Investment Manager Selection

Recommendations

Compliance 
Consultant

Investment
Advisor
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Operational Requirements

Tax rulings to confirm tax transparency of vehicle 

Tax-transparent vehicles require (for each subfund) the ability to:

 Track income entitlements for each investor 
 Withhold or reclaim tax at different rates per investors
 Track percentage ownership by investor at any given time 
 Rebalance shares as percentage ownership changes
 Support particular requirements of securities lending

Detailed investor level information required for:

 Automated withholding tax solutions
 Relief at source
 Tax reclaim

 Accurate calculation of capital gains 
 Accurate tax and regulatory reporting across multiple jurisdictions 
 Securities lending 
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Critical Success Factors

 Develop clear objectives for implementing a pooling programme and how to measure success

 Appoint skilled and experienced advisors/partners early in the process 

 Design pooling programme so that it will appeal to investors

 Ensure initial seeding is of sufficient size

 Adhere to detailed project plan for implementation

 Allocate suitable resources for the project

 Systems required that can support investors with different tax rates in the same vehicle for 
income and reporting purposes 
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Choosing a fund vehicle
Key considerations

When considering asset pooling, choosing which vehicle to use 
is an important decision. There are several options available, and 
different vehicles have different characteristics. 

It is important to establish what criteria are important to you in 
order to choose the most appropriate ‘vehicle’.

13

Pension 
fund 1

Pension 
fund 4

Pension 
fund 3

Pension 
fund 2

? ? ?
Investments

CIV / Fund / Vehicle

Key aspects to consider

Country

• What country do you want the vehicle to be located 
in?

• Are your service providers located in the same 
country as the selected fund vehicle?

Tax

• Is the fund vehicle tax efficient?

• What is the withholding tax position? 

Regulatory 

• Does the vehicle need to be regulated? 

• What level of regulation would you require?

Governance

• How will the fund be managed and how will 
decisions be made? 

• Do you have sufficient control in the key areas?

Umbrella/Sub-funds

• Can the vehicle have sub-funds?

• Are these bankruptcy remote?



TTF FCP or CCF SICAV/VCC CIF

Country UK Luxembourg / Ireland Luxembourg / Ireland UK

Taxation of 
fund Nil Nil Nil Nil

Tax 
Transparency Tax transparent Tax transparent Not transparent Not all countries view 

as transparent

Tax Treaty 
access

Yes, including 
Japan Yes, not Japan Not in most countries Depends. Not always 

clear

VAT on 
management 
fees

Exempt Exempt Exempt VAT charged

Regulatory Regulated Regulated Regulated Not regulated

Sub-funds 
bankruptcy 
remote

Yes Yes Yes Unclear

Pension Pooling – Vehicles
Summary of potential pooling vehicles

Attractive

Less Attractive
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Any Questions?
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Opportunities Abound: The Launch of a UK Tax-
Transparent Fund Regime 

UK Authorised Contractual Scheme 

Jonathan Rushforth
Head of Asset Management
UK Treasury
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UK leading European fund management centre

18

€14.0trn 
(end-2010)

Source 
:IMA



Crucial to UK economy
- £5 trillion AUM
- 30,000 jobs+
- London and Scotland

Government commitment 
- Long term approach
- Dialogue

Action
- Action: Schedule 19 SDRT £150m pa
- Action: UK domiciled bond funds pay gross interest when sold to non-UK resident
- Action: working with regulator
- Action: marketing
- Action: new products: TTF 19

UK Asset Management Strategy



Why are we introducing a UK tax-transparent fund?
Three types of UCITS vehicle

- Corporate OEIC
- Unit Trust Authorised Unit Trust
- Contractual New TTFs – Authorised Contractual Schemes

Main driver to introduce now: to facilitate pooled “Master Funds” under UCITS IV
Master funds reduce costs and increase returns to investors
But not just about UCITS, Non-UCITS to be available

Potential investors:
Pension funds, Unit trusts, OEICs, life companies and other institutional investors

20
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Development of the UK Authorised Contractual Scheme
•UCITS IV Implemented June 2010
•Government announcement May 2011
•Introduce ACSs by regulations amending Financial Services and Markets Act 
2000 (FSMA) + amendments to tax legislation 
•May – December 2011 Informal consultation with industry, advisers and FSA
•January 2012 Consultation document published
•Final consultation July 2012
•UK legal due diligence Oct 2012-Jan 2013
•UK parliament signs off June 2013
•FCA revised rules GO LIVE July 1st 2013



The UK Authorised Contractual (tax-transparent) Scheme

Choice of 2 types of fund...

Contractual funds
1. Co-ownership fund new type of structure for UK

2. Partnership fund currently used only as 
unauthorised vehicles

Both fund types subject to detailed consultation & development

22



The UK ACS – Co-ownership fund

Main characteristics

– Not a legal person
– No direct taxes in fund: not subject to CT, IT or CGT
– For UK investors Income (not gains) treated as arising directly to the 

investor. Taxable gain on disposal if investor is taxable.
– Otherwise investors taxed on transparent basis in own jurisdiction.
– Regulated by Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

23



The UK ACS –Partnership Fund

Main characteristics
– Not a legal person
– No direct taxes in fund
– Income and gains treated as arising directly to investor
– Legal form as a limited partnership 
– Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

Note: 
Both fund types tax neutral for exempt investors such as pension funds

24



Key features of the UK Authorised Contractual 
Scheme
• Transparent for UK taxes on income (and gains for partnership scheme) 
• Can be UCITS, non UCITS or QIS (qualified investor scheme) 
• Option for Co-ownership and Partnership schemes
• UK tax law amended to facilitate set up and redemption
• Attention to detail: eg insolvency
• Responsive to industry: eg transferability of units
• Exemptions from stamp duty for transfers of units
• VAT exempt

25



Why use the new UK ACS?

• Integrate fund management and fund location in the leading European fund 
management centre

• Best in class design and functionality
• Investor-protection built in
• Simple, transparent legal structure
• Governance benefits for investors, pension funds:

- FCA regulated structure 
- UCITS vehicle 

• Unlike Irish CCFs, natural persons are permitted to invest (subject to £1m+ rule)
• Tax-efficiency: supported by best double taxation treaty vs Lux / Eire. 
• Unlike Lux FCP and Eire CCF, should be recognised as tax-transparent 

by Japan/ France
26
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Come and talk to us about set-up – we are here to help!
•jonathan.rushforth@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk
•0044 207 270 5539
•Joined-up UK for new entrants:

Treasury HM Revenue

UK 
Government 

Legal Advisors

Financial 
Conduct 
Authority



Authorised Contractual Schemes 

Monday, 16 December 2013
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UK as a fund domicile

Historical Challenges
• Perception, Inertia / Momentum

Strengths

• Most extensive double taxation treaty network in the world
• Strong regulatory and legal environment
• Proximity to investment opportunities and financial and legal services
• Certainty of tax treatment
• Fair and competitive tax rules 
• A range of fund types

• Now including Authorised Contractual (tax-transparent) Schemes
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Why Contractual Schemes?

UCITS directive permits three types of UCITS vehicle
- Corporate OEIC
- Unit Trust …UK forms… Authorised Unit Trust
- Contractual Authorised Contractual Scheme

• Main driver: to facilitate pooled “Master Funds” under UCITS IV

• Potential investors:  Unit trusts, OEICs, pension funds, life companies

• Allows tax to be determined by the investor’s position – not the vehicle

• UCITS and Non UCITS (NURS or QIS) contractual funds are available

• Existing regulated contractual (tax transparent) funds are already seen to 
serve useful commercial purposes in other jurisdictions.
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Limited Partnership Fund

• Limited Partnerships already widely recognised internationally
• a form of Limited Partnership (1907 Act modified)
• not a legal person
• no direct taxes in fund – tax treatment of investors as for existing limited 

partnerships
• Income and Gains treated as arising directly to investor
• regulated by the FCA  (authorised)
• Based on existing model - so well understood, in particular by foreign tax 

authorities
• Liability of General Partner – limited to the value of the scheme assets 

(except in cases of negligence etc)
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The co-ownership fund

The advantages associated with tax transparency

• not a legal person
• no direct taxes in fund
• income (not gains) treated as arising directly to the investor for UK tax     

purposes
• taxable gain on disposal if investor is taxable
• regulated by FSA (authorised)
• comparable to existing offshore (non –partnership) contractual funds

(tax treatment for UK resident investors is the same as for UK investors in similar 
contractual funds in Netherlands, Luxembourg, Ireland, France)
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Tax on Income

• Both funds will be wholly transparent for income.

• UK Participants will be taxable on their share of the fund’s income (and gains 
for a partnership fund)

Is this really as simple as it sounds?

• NO   Tax transparency can be highly complex - investors will need full 
information on their share of income  to meet their tax obligations.

• In the case of a partnership fund investors will also need full information 
about movements in their share of all fund assets for the purposes of 
computing chargeable gains or losses.
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Tax regulations - Capital Gains

For partnership funds

• CG disposals or acquisitions arise for participants when there is a movement 
in their share of an underlying asset.  (This is the consequence of full fiscal 
transparency)

For co-ownership funds

• Rules to treat interests in fund as an asset for capital gains (and ignore the 
assets held in the fund).  Legislation is needed to achieve this result. 

• Regulation 3 of SI 2013/1400 achieves this result
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Insurance Companies investing in Co-ownership funds

• Partnership fund retains full ‘look through’ tax treatment

• Co-ownership fund: s212 TCGA will apply (as it already does to holdings in 
all other collective investment schemes except partnerships)

• CGT relief for transfer of assets to a co-ownership fund in exchange for units 
• … but relief withdrawn on early disposal
• (Regulations 4 to 7 of SI 2013/1400)
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Exchanges and Mergers

• New Chapter 4 to Part 3 TCGA to provide rules for all collective investment
schemes (including contractual funds)

• Existing legislation rewritten and clarified for collectives to ensure contractual 
funds covered.  

• Extended to ensure Master- feeder fund reorganisations covered

• Extended to cover participant unit exchanges within a fund (if no asset 
change) – will ensure switches of unit class to meet Retail Distribution Review 
requirements do not create a chargeable gain.

• Achieved by Regulations 8 to 13 SI 2013/1400
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Stamp taxes

Where a stamp tax charge arises, it will be paid directly by the operator on behalf 
of the scheme participants. 

There is no charge to tax under Schedule 19 (due to be abolished for all funds 
from next April).

The regulations, which amend primary legislation, provide for exemptions for 
certain transactions relating to the contractual fund.

• Transfers of securities to a contractual fund in exchange solely for the issue of units

• Transfers of securities between sub-schemes of an umbrella contractual fund

• Transfers of units in a contractual fund

There are separate, but equivalent, exemptions for Stamp Duty Reserve Tax 
(SDRT) and stamp duty – SI 2013/ 1401
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VAT

• Authorised Contractual Schemes will be ‘special investment funds’ for VAT 
purposes

• Charges made for the management of the fund will be exempt from VAT

• VAT Registration – question of fact that will be determined on how the fund is 
structured and the terms of the contractual deed or partnership scheme.

• SI 2013/ 1402
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Double Tax Treaties

• Designed the contractual fund structures so that they had the best chance of 
being recognised as transparent by foreign fiscal authorities.

• HMRC are communicating with foreign jurisdictions to explain the schemes as 
appropriate.

• HMRC will follow this up as soon as possible with informal contact with 
foreign fiscal authorities in key jurisdictions

Note: Fiscal transparency means that the funds themselves will have         
NO ACCESS to the benefits of UK tax treaties. The ruling treaty will be that 
between the investor’s jurisdiction and that where the assets are situated.
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Legislation

• Main Regulations which are now in force (non-tax) have amended the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 to permit authorisation of 
contractual funds.

• SI 2013/ 1388 

• Tax regulations (three sets) are now in force.

• SI’s 2013 Nos. 1400, 1401, 1402

• FCA rules for authorisation came into force on 1 July 2013

www.legislation.gov.uk

www.fca.gov.uk



Thank you
John Buckeridge
HM Revenue & Customs
Room 3C/06, 100 Parliament Street
London
SW1A 2BQ

03000 585701
john.buckeridge@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk
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Neil Sellstrom 
Advisor to the CIPFA Pensions Network 

Robert Frazer
Head of Institutional Investor Group 
UK, Northern Trust

Robert is Head of Northern Trust’s Institutional Investor Group for the United 
Kingdom, working with a range of institutional investors, including both local 
authority and private sector UK pension funds to ensure they are receiving 
the highest possible levels of service and helping them fulfil their strategic 
goals. 

In his previous role at Northern Trust, Robert was Head of Consultant 
Relations for Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA), responsible for 
managing relationships with the consultant community. 

Prior to joining Northern Trust in June 2007 he spent two years as a Senior 
Consultant at Thomas Murray where he was responsible for leading client 
custodian searches across the pension, insurance and fund manager 
sectors in UK and European markets. 

Previously, he spent 16 years at Standard Chartered Bank, both in its asset 
servicing and corporate banking business. His sales and marketing 
responsibilities included; custody, treasury, cash management and trade 
finance.

In 2009 Neil became CIPFA Adviser for Pensions and Treasury 
Management,running networks on both areas with over 150 
subscribing authorities combined. Here he represents CIPFA and 
LGPS Funds at various key events and also attends the CIPFA 
Pensions Panel. 

Other activities include organising workshops and conferences, 
producing newsletters and co-ordinating queries to support 
members and promote best practice.

Prior to his role at CIPFA, Neil joined North Yorkshire County 
Council in 2003 as Technical & Pensions Accountant with 
responsibility for the Investments and Governance of the North 
Yorkshire Pensions Fund, where his responsibilities included 
managing procurements, accounting, triennial valuations, reporting 
and committee meetings.
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Gavin is a partner in Deloitte’s asset management practice in London and 
leads the firm’s pension tax practice.  He is an expert in implementing 
various fund solutions including pension pooling, tax efficiency reviews and 
deficit financing strategies for a wide range of clients.

Gavin works with financial institutions, pension funds, real estate groups, 
asset managers and custodians and advises on the establishment of 
onshore and offshore funds, fund migrations and re-domiciliations, together 
with the selection of appropriate investment vehicles and the impact on 
multi-jurisdictional investors.  

He has been actively involved in a number of HMRC and OECD 
consultations and working groups including in relation to the UK tax 
transparent vehicle.

As a member of Northern Trust’s Retirement Solutions Practice 
and a manager of business development for pension pooling in 
EMEA, Aaron works with pension funds and investment managers 
to structure and implement tax-transparent pooling vehicles. He 
has a particular interest in pension trends, including pan-European 
pensions, the transition from defined benefit to defined contribution 
schemes, and investment platforms.

Aaron has over 14 years of industry experience. Prior to joining 
Northern Trust, he worked in business development for CheckFree, 
a leading provider of trade processing and corporate actions 
software solutions. 

For the previous five years, he worked at Thomson Financial, 
providing front, middle and back office fund accounting and 
portfolio management software solutions to buy-side clients. He 
formerly served on ABN Amro’s Delta One trading team. 
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Investment Schemes and their investors since 2006 including Authorised 
Investment Funds and regime for offshore reporting funds. Most recently he 
has been the HMRC lead for the development of legislation to permit the 
authorisation of Contractual Funds in the United Kingdom.

John has previously worked as an Inspector of Taxes in a Revenue 
compliance team and has also been a Mathematics lecturer in a further 
education college.

.

Jonathan is Head of Asset Management at the UK Treasury.  

This year he worked with industry and UK ministers to publish the 
UK Investment Management Strategy. 

He has worked in HM Treasury for over a decade on defence 
spending and growth. Prior to that he worked in industry.

.
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Director, Wilton Associates

After leaving full time employment with Unilever plc in September 2010 after 
14 years, Angela Docherty became the Director and owner of Wilton 
Associates, a company she established.  

Wilton Associates provides a range of services which leverage her 30 year 
career in the pension industry. This includes acting as independent advisor 
for investment committees of pension funds, independent advisor for Boards 
of investment companies, as well as a broad range of consulting services 
including supporting multinational companies who are interested in pooling 
solutions for their worldwide assets. 

In her prior role at Unilever she had oversight of the investments 
arrangement of Unilever’s pension plans worldwide and worked with 
trustees to design strategy and select the resources needed to manage all 
aspects of the plan. 

Her professional life is expected to take up only 20% of her time with the 
rest being devoted to charitable works where she uses her expertise to 
assist charities.

Phillip is responsible for the team that has developed and 
implemented Northern Trust’s industry leading asset pooling 
product. The asset pooling product team is comprised of 
individuals whose role is to support clients in implementing and 
expanding use of their asset pooling vehicles.

Phillip has been working with Northern Trust’s asset pooling 
programme since 2001. His asset pooling work initially covered 
research on behalf of a client-led consortium followed by detailed 
work in the area of proving the concept. 

This led to the implementation of the first practical solution for 
cross-border pooling (2002) and the first tax-transparent cross-
border pooling solutions for multinational investors (2005).

Phillip was previously head of operational taxes for Northern Trust 
where, in this previous role, his team was responsible for the 
process of recovering withholding taxes for Northern Trust clients 
in more than 90 global markets where they invest. 

.
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Pamela also undertakes general financial services work, including 
regulatory advice, structuring, taxation and marketing investment 
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Important Information

Northern Trust Corporation, Head Office: 50 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603 U.S.A., incorporated with limited liability in the U.S. The 
Northern Trust Company, London Branch (reg. no. BR001960). 
Northern Trust Global Services Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the 
Prudential Regulation Authority. Northern Trust Global Investments Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Their 
respective numbers (“FRN”s) on The Financial Services Register are: TNTC: 122020, NTGSL: 226284, NTGIL: 191916.
The material within and any linked material accessed via this communication is directed to eligible counterparties and professional clients only and 
should not be distributed to or relied upon by retail investors. For Asia Pacific markets, it is directed to institutional investors, expert investors and 
professional investors only and should not be relied upon by retail investors.
Northern Trust (Guernsey) Limited, Northern Trust Fiduciary Services (Guernsey) Limited, and Northern Trust International Fund Administration Services 
(Guernsey) Limited are licensed by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission. Northern Trust International Fund Administrators (Jersey) Limited and 
Northern Trust Fiduciary Services (Jersey) Limited are regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Northern Trust International Fund 
Administration Services (Ireland) Limited, Northern Trust Securities Services (Ireland) Limited and Northern Trust Fiduciary Services (Ireland) Limited are 
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Northern Trust Global Services Limited has a Luxembourg Branch, which is authorised and regulated by the 
Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF). Northern Trust Luxembourg Management Company S.A. is regulated by the Commission de 
Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF). Northern Trust Global Investments Limited (authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) has 
a Netherlands Branch, which is subject to regulation in the Netherlands by the Autoriteit Financiële Markten. Northern Trust Global Services Limited 
(authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority) has a 
Netherlands Branch, which is subject to regulation in the Netherlands by De Nederlandsche Bank. Northern Trust Global Investments Limited (authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) has a Sweden branch and is subject to regulation in Sweden by the Finansinspektionen. Northern 
Trust Global Services Ltd (UK) Sweden Filial (authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the 
Prudential Regulation Authority) is subject to regulation in Sweden by the Finansinspektionen. Northern Trust Global Services Limited operates in Abu 
Dhabi as a Representative Office. Our registered office is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates. The Northern Trust 
Company of Saudi Arabia is a Closed Joint Stock Company regulated and licensed by the Capital Market Authority of Saudi Arabia, license no. (26-
12163). The Northern Trust Company operates in Australia as a foreign authorised deposit-taking institution (foreign ADI) and is regulated by the 
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. The Northern Trust Company has a branch in China mainly regulated by the China Banking Regulatory 
Commission, People’s Bank of China and State Administration of Foreign Exchange. The Northern Trust Company of Hong Kong Limited is regulated by 
the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. Northern Trust Global Investments Japan, K.K. is regulated by the Japan Financial Services 
Agency. The Northern Trust Company has a Singapore Branch, which is a foreign wholesale bank regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 
The Northern Trust Company operates in Canada as The Northern Trust Company, Canada Branch, which is an authorised foreign bank branch under 
the Bank Act (Canada). Trustee related services in Canada are provided by the wholly owned subsidiary The Northern Trust Company, Canada, an 
authorised trust company under the Trust & Loans Companies Act (Canada). Deposits with The Northern Trust Company and its affiliates and 
subsidiaries are not insured by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To the extent that this message or any attachment concerns tax matters, it is not intended to be used and cannot be used 
by a taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law. For more information about this notice, see 
http://www.northerntrust.com/circular230.
Global regulatory information on Northern Trust offices and legal entities can be obtained at: http://www.northerntrust.com/disclosures
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